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ABSTRACT 
The well-known singular value decomposition theorem states that every ma- 
trix M can be written in the form M = QDR, where D is diagonal and Q and R 
are orthogonal. We explore the analogous decomposition where Q and R are re- 
quired to be orthogonal with respect o the Minkowski rather than the Euclidean 
metric. 
The problem we consider here was raised by Z. Xing [1], who encoun- 
tered it in studying polarized light. In the appl ication, optical  devices are 
descr ibed by an input -output  matr ix,  called the Mueller matr ix.  In order 
to be physical ly reasonable, a Mueller matr ix  must map the forward light 
cone into itself. If a singular value decomposit ion is available, then this 
condit ion can easily be tested, since one only needs to check the diago- 
nal part.  Xing [1] found some exper imental ly  determined Mueller matr ices 
which failed the test. 
DEFINITION. We shall index the components of a vector in IR n from 0 
to n - 1, i.e. u = (u0, U l , . . . ,  u~_l ) .  Let G be the Minkowski metr ic tensor 
defined by 
au= 
We define (u, v) = [u, Gv] as an indefinite inner product  on IR n, where 
[-,.] denotes the conventional Eucl idean inner product.  We call u and v 
orthogonal  if (u, v) = 0. We say u is normal ized if (u, u) = :t:1. For any 
subspace X of IR n, let X ± be the set of all vectors v such that  (v, u) = 0 
for every u E X.  In contrast  o the Eucl idean case X ± is not necessari ly 
transverse to X.  
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We call a vector u timelike if (u, u) > 0, and spacelike if (u, u) < 0. 
We say u is strictly timelike or spacelike if the inequalities are strict. The 
boundary (u, u) = 0 is called the light cone. We shall also refer to the sets 
(u, u) > 0 and (u, u) < 0 as the interior and exterior of the light cone. 
The light cone can be decomposed into a forward part where u0 > 0 and a 
backward part where uo < 0. 
With respect o the Minkowski inner product, the adjoint of a matrix A 
is given by A + = GA*G, where A* is the usual Hermitian adjoint. Natu- 
rally, we call a matrix symmetric if A + = A and orthogonal if A+A = I. 
As in Euclidean space, orthogonal matrices form a group. All orthogonal 
matrices leave the light cone invariant. We can distinguish proper orthog- 
onal matrices which leave the forward and backward parts invariant and 
improper orthogonal matrices which interchange them. 
We shall make repeated use of the following simple fact. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let u and v be nonzero timelike vectors. Then (u, v) = 
0 if and only if u and v are collinear vectors on the light cone. 
We shall also need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a subspace of lR n. If  X is not tangent o the light 
cone, then X allows an orthonormal basis. Also, X and X ± are transverse 
in this case. 
Proof. Since X is not tangent o the light cone, either it intersects the 
light cone only at the origin or it contains a strictly timelike vector. In the 
former case, the Minkowski metric is definite on X, and an orthonormal 
basis can be found using the usual Gram-Schmidt procedure. Suppose X 
contains a strictly timelike vector, say u. We can normalize u. Any vector 
w in X now has the decomposition w = (w, u)u + v, where v is orthogonal 
to u, and hence spacelike. Let )( = {v E X I (v, u) = 0}. The Minkowski 
metric on )( is definite, and we can use the Gram-Schmidt procedure to 
find an orthonormal basis of )~. Finally, if u E X A X ±, it follows that 
(u, u) = 0, i.e., u is in the light cone. Moreover, every v in X satisfies 
(v, u) = 0, which is the equation of the tangent plane to the light cone. • 
THEOREM 1. The matrix M can be written in the form M = QDR,  with 
Q, R orthogonal and D diagonal, if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) The eigenvalues of M+ M arc real and nonnegative. 
(ii) M+M is diagonalizable. 
(iii) The nuUspace of M+M is the same as the nullspace of M.  
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Proof. The necessity of all the conditions is easy to see. To show suf- 
ficiency, we prove first that the diagonalization of M+M can be chosen 
to be orthogonal. Eigenvectors corresponding to different eigenvalues are 
orthogonal; this is proved the same way as in the Euclidean case. In view 
of Lemma 1, it suffices to show that no eigenspace is tangent o the light 
cone. Suppose now that (u, u) = 0, u ¢ 0, and M+Mu = Au. Eigenvectors 
corresponding to eigenvalues other than A are orthogonal to u. There are 
only n - 2 such vectors linearly independent of u and each other. Since 
M+M was assumed iagonalizable, there must therefore be another eigen- 
vector belonging to the eigenvalue ), and not orthogonal to u. Hence no 
eigenspace can be tangent o the light cone. 
We thus have M+M = R+D2R, where R is orthogonal and D is diago- 
nal. Let N = RMR +, so that N+N = D 2. By assumption, the nullspaces 
of D and N agree. Let en be the vectors of the canonical basis, and let ),n 
be the entries of D. Define Qe,~ = Ne~/An if An 4; 0. These vectors Qen 
are orthonormal and span some space X. Since X, by construction, has an 
orthonormal basis, it cannot be tangent o the light cone. The values of 
Qe,~ for A~ = 0 are simply chosen to be an orthonormal basis for X ±. One 
easily checks that QDen = Ne,~ for every n, and hence QD = N. This 
yields M = R+QDR. • 
If only assumption (i) is violated, but (ii) and (iii) hold, we can still get 
a singular value decomposition if we allow complex matrices. We note that 
in Euclidean space (i)-(iii) are always true. In Minkowski space each of the 
assumptions can fail even if the other two hold. This is illustrated by the 




M= \ - s ina  cosa] '  
ThenM + =Mand 
cos2a sin2a'~ 
M+M= ~-s in2a  cos2a]"  
which has eigenvalues exp(=k2ia). 
2. Let 
:) M= ½ . 
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Then 
which has a double eigenvalue 1 and cannot be diagonalized. 
3. Let 
(1  1 )  
M= 1 1 " 
Then M + M = O. 
Xing's original conjecture was that  matrices M which map timelike vec- 
tors to timelike vectors have a singular value decomposition. In view of our 
second and third counterexamples above, this is false. However, the con- 
jecture is true generically, and the exceptional cases can be characterized 
quite explicitly. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose M maps timelike vectors to timelike vectors, i.e. 
(Mu, Mu) > O, whenever (u, u) > O. Then: 
(i) Condition (i) of Theorem 1 is violated iff M is of rank 1 and its 
nullspace intersects the interior of the light cone. 
(ii) Condition (ii) is violated iff there is a nonzero vector u on the light 
cone such that Mu is also on the light cone, but there do not exist 
two linearly independent such vectors. 
(iii) Condition (iii) is violated iff M has rank 1 and the range of M is a 
subset of the light cone. 
Proof. Assume that  M does not have a strictly timelike null vector. 
Let us call a vector v forward timelike if v is timelike and v0 > 0. Since 
(Mu, u) ~ 0 in the interior of the forward timelike cone, it must be of one 
sign. As a consequence, M either maps forward timelike vectors to forward 
timelike vectors or maps forward timelike vectors to backward timelike 
vectors. Without  loss of generality, we may assume the former alternative. 
We first show that  M + (and hence M+M) also maps forward timelike 
vectors to forward timelike vectors. Let us suppose that  v is forward time- 
like and M+v is strictly spacelike. Then there is a forward strictly timelike 
vector w with (w, M+v) < O, i.e. (Mw, v) < O. Since Mw and v are for- 
ward timelike, this is a contradiction. Thus M + maps timelike vectors to 
timelike vectors. Moreover, since (M+u, u) = (Mu, u), either both M and 
M + preserve the sense of t ime or they both reverse it. 
In either case M+M maps forward timelike vectors to forward timelike 
vectors. A simple fixed point argument shows that  M+M has a timelike 
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eigenvector v belonging to a nonnegative igenvalue A. Since two timelike 
vectors cannot be mutually orthogonal, A is the only eigenvalue for which 
there are timelike eigenvectors. Let /~ be an eigenvalue different from 
and M+Mw = #w. Then necessarily w is strictly spacelike. Moreover, if 
p ~ O, then Mw must be strictly spacelike, because if Mw were timelike, 
then M+Mw would also be timelike. Thus (Mw, Mw) has the same sign 
as (w, w) and the eigenvalue is positive. 
Suppose now that M has a strictly timelike null vector v. Given any 
vector w, w + Vv is timelike for large enough V, and by assumption M(w + 
Vv) = Mw must be timelike. Hence the range of M is contained entirely 
within the timelike cone, i.e., it is one-dimensional. In this case, the range 
of M + is also one-dimensional, nd, since it is orthogonal to the nullspace of 
M, it must be spacelike. Let u ~ 0 be in the range of M+; then obviously u 
is an eigenvector of M+M. Moreover (M+Mu, u) = (Mu, Mu) > 0. Since 
u is spacelike, this implies that the eigenvalue is negative. 
The diagonalizability of M+M fails if and only if M+M has an eigen- 
space tangent o the light cone. We note that a vector u with (u, u) = 0 
is an eigenvector of M+M iff (M+Mu, u) = (Mu, Mu) = 0, i.e. iff Mu is 
on the light cone. If M+M has precisely one eigenvector on the light cone, 
then the eigenspace is necessarily tangent o the light cone. On the other 
hand, if M+M has two linearly independent eigenvectors on the light cone, 
they must belong to the same eigenvalue because they are not orthogonal. 
Hence the eigenspace is not tangent o the light cone. 
Finally, assume M+ Mv = O. Then (My, My) = 0; hence either Mv = 0 
or My is on the light cone. Moreover, (Mu, Mv) = 0 for every u, i.e., Mv 
is perpendicular to the range of M. The range of M therefore is contained 
in the orthogonal complement of My, which consists of spacelike vectors. 
Since M maps timelike vectors to timelike vectors, every timelike vector 
must be mapped to a multiple of Mv. But this implies that the entire 
space is mapped to the line spanned by My. • 
n EXAMPLE. Let M = E i=I  AiQi, where Qi is proper orthogonal and 
A~ > 0. Since M maps strictly timelike vectors to strictly timelike vectors, 
it does not belong to the exceptional classes for assumptions (i) and (iii). 
Let us therefore focus on assumption (ii). If u and Mu are on the light 
cone, then each Qiu is on the light cone, and the Qiu must be collinear. 
Hence M fails to allow a singular value decomposition if and only if there 
is one and only one direction u on the light cone for which all the Qiu are 
collinear. ~Ib construct such an example, let u, v, and w be three linearly 
independent vectors on the light cone. Let X be the linear span of u and v, 
and let Y be the linear span of u and w. Define Rx  to be reflection across 
X, i.e. the linear mapping which equals the identity on X and minus the 
identity on X ±. Clearly, Rx is proper orthogonal. Let us define Ry in 
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an analogous way. The only vector x on the light cone for which x, Rxx ,  
and R~x are collinear is u, and hence M = I + Rx  + Ry  does not have a 
singular value decomposition. 
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